This paper describes an algorithm for secure transmission of information via open communication channels based on the discrete logarithm problem. The proposed algorithm also provides sender identification (digital signature). It is twice as fast as the RSA algorithm and requires fifty percent fewer exponentiations than the ElGamal cryptosystems. In addition, the algorithm requires twice less bandwidth than the ElGamal algorithm. Numerical examples illustrate all steps of the proposed algorithm: system design (selection of private and public keys), encryption, transmission of information, decryption and information recovery.
Introduction
This paper describes a protocol for secure transmission of information that resembles the RSA algorithm [1] . However, the crypto-immunity of the proposed protocol is not based on computational complexity of integer factorization. Hardness of its cryptanalysis is based on the computational complexity of a discrete logarithm problem (DLP) [2, 3] if the base g is a generator in modular arithmetic with prime modulus p. Definition1.1: A prime integer p is called a safe prime if As it is demonstrated in [4] , if p is a safe prime, then the computation of a generator g is a computationally fast procedure.
Private and Public Keys
The proposed protocol is based on parallel establishment of a secret encryptor [ otherwise the intruder will be abl ob sends a plaintext m {represented in a nu e to deduce a from (2.5) and/or b from (2.6) without confronting the complexity of the DLP; in addition, the private keys a and b must be distinct from q.
Suppose that B meric form}, where 2 2 m p    . for modular multipliy the author of this paper in [6] and analyzed in [7] ; see Example 2 and are two options to overcome this hurdle ption1: together with the ciphertext c the sender transmits a binary indicator R, i.e., 0 or 1: if m is even, then he/she sends 0 else the sender transmits 1.
Encryption via
The receiver action: If
l cases of Option1 are summarized in Suppose that the private keys a and b are selected in such a way that e=92. Therefore, from the MMI algorithm d=3152397 (see Table 1 ). Indeed Bo Table 4 provides an array of seven plaintext blocks, shows their encryption and information recovery by the receiver. In thi sm ertext a corresponding binary indicator R=0 if m is even; and R=1 if m is odd.
Numeric Illustrations

Complexity Analysis of EvESE Cryptosystem
On the system design level, each user perf ponentiations to compute their public key (2 and the secret encr For the encryption, it is necessary to perform only one exponentiation (3.5). Analogously, for decryption, every receiver performs only one exponentiation (3.6). Although Table 5 ).
Since the proposed algorithms (3.1)-(3.6) are based on computational complexity of the DLP, it has certain advantages over the RSA algorithm based on factorization. It is als ed, it needs twice fewer exponentiations for the secure transmission of each block than in the RSA algorithm with digital signature, and 1.5 fewer exponentiations for the secure transmission of each block than in ElGamal. In addition, the ElGamal algorithm requires twice as much bandwidth since together with the ciphertext it is necessary to send an ephemeral public key {the hint}
: mod
with every encrypted block m. An idea of "binary" shift is proposed in [8] Although it seems that addition of e or even multiplication by e is computationally simpler than the exponentiation, the analysis shows the opposite (see Table 6 below).
Hence, if then (5.6) om analysis of d is odd, then z=0; en, then z=1. ted for comm cific pair of users (Alice and B f) one of two options is applied for the information recovery: we either transmit a binary indicator R (3.1) or every plaintext block m is pre-conditioned (3.11) prior to its encryption;
Novelty Elements and Conclusion
Notice that the ElGamal algorithm is just one of several constructive ways to Hellman key establishment scheme for hiding tion in secret communication. Indeed, both p g) even if encryptor e is an odd integer, the decryption with d (3.3) in many cases is faster than with D (see Ta- 
